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Abstract
Dental composite materials which are used as tooth fillings have numerous advantages and disadvantages in comparison to
previously used alternative materials. Effects of polymerization shrinkage (light curing) of composite polymer materials which
occur after illuminating with a LED lamp can cause problems in dental practice. Considered in this paper were the mechanical
consequences which can occur due to light curing, along with strain fields for composites Z250, TetricEvoCeram and Silorane, as
well as strain on a separate circular section that have occurred before and after light curing, by using the DIC method.
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1. Introduction
Resin based composite materials (hereinafter referred to as composites), due to their favourable physical and
mechanical properties, including high resistance to compression and wear, relatively low costs and simple
application, recently emerged as a substitute for amalgams. As for amalgams, despite their good properties, they
have numerous disadvantages, such as: bioelectric potentials in the oral medium, potential risk of mercury
poisoning, corrosion and impossibility of bonding with hard tooth tissues. Due to the aforementioned, radical cavity
preparation is necessary, which involves sacrificing of a considerable amount of tooth tissue in order to ensure
satisfying filling integrity, wherein a completely non-aesthetic form is obtained, which significantly reduces its
overall value [1, 2].
Composites are essentially made of three basic components: resin based organic matrix, nonorganic filler
particles or nonorganic dispersed phases and organic-nonorganic bonding agent, silane [3-5]. Organic matrix is
made of monomers, that, due to polymerization, bond into polymers and form a three-dimensional network, which is
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filled with fillers, and in this way the physical and mechanical properties of the network are improved (Figure 1). In
addition to the mentioned components, composites contain smaller amounts of additional materials which contribute
to the overall material quality, such as: polymerization initiators, various additives, stabilizers, inhibitors, pigments
etc. Filler materials typically include glass or quartz particles, or fused glass particles. Organic-nonorganic adhesive
is typically added to filler particles themselves, and the nonorganic end of the molecule bonds with it, wherein the
organic end of the molecule tends to bond with the resin matrix, thus unifying the organic and nonorganic phase of
the composite.
The composite is non-metallic, contains no mercury, is thermally and electrically inert, possesses the ability to
directly bond with hard tooth tissues, and ensures a satisfying aesthetic appearance of a natural tooth [3, 4].
The bond between tooth and composite has always been a sensitive issue in science, and the introduction of
adhesive dentistry represents a huge step towards solving the issue of restoration conservation. One of the biggest
disadvantages of restorative materials is their limited lifespan upon restoration, which may result as a consequence
of occurrence of light curing and related stresses [6].

Figure 1. Light curing of a composite

2. Hardening mechanics and light curing
Displacement and spatial organisation of monomer molecules are responsible for volumetric changes during
polymerization. At the beginning of the polymerization process, the resin enters the pre-gel stage, during which the
organic matrix is in viscous plastic form, which allows it to “spill”, i.e. “flow”. In this stage the monomers can still
move or “slip” into new positions within the organic matrix. The polymerization process continues, wherein larger
molecules are formed, and the composite hardens and homogenizes into a solid body. The point at which any and all
movement is no longer possible is referred to as the gel point, and denotes the transition from pre-gel to post-gel
stage. Material is in a stiff elastic state, but is still contracting. This shrinkage causes stresses to occur. Gelation can
be seen as the moment in which molecules within the material can no longer compensate the shrinkage. Total
material shrinkage is determined by the pre-gel stage, during which the material can still be controlled and is
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capable of compensating light curing [7, 8]. Post-gel stage, also known as vitrification stage, is considered
responsible for the occurrence of residual stresses.
Effects of light curing are typically decreased in two ways:
1. by reducing the reaction surface per unit volume,
2. by using different types of resin.
In order to overcome issues related to light curing, experts choose between a variety of techniques, including
agents use for bonding with dentine [9], low-shrinkage composite materials, glass-ionomer cement coatings [10] and
various ways of inlaying [11].
It has been shown that none of the techniques mentioned above are capable of completely preventing the
occurrence of shrinkage and stresses.
There are 3 basic forms of light curing:
x Free shrinkage. In case the composite material does not lie on a solid surface, it will contract towards the centre.
Since the shrinkage is not prevented in any way, there will be no residual stresses.
x Effective shrinkage. If the composite material is connected to a single solid surface, newly formed boundary
conditions will affect the shrinkage, and there will be barely any residual stresses, since the loss of volume will
be compensated by the shrinkage opposite the bonding surface.
x Shrinkage between opposite cavity walls. Stress caused by light curing will occur if the shrinkage is impeded by
the opposite walls, as a force pulling the composite from the cavity walls [12, 13]. If the stresses exceed the
adhesive bond strength, the bond will fail and marginal micro-cracks will occur. Light curing of composite
materials may cause shrinkage forces which could damage the bond with tooth tissue, cause marginal cracks
and micro-permeability [14].
3. Consequences of occurrence of polymerization stresses and volumetric shrinkage of composites
Most of resin based composite materials, which are used in restorative dentistry have a common base of
polymerizing free methacrylate radicals or creating networks during cationic polymerization with ring opening [15].
These processes change the volume of the material, which causes stresses at the restoration-tooth bond, which are
known as “curing (shrinkage) stresses” [13] (Figure 2.3). Such stresses occur in the composite mass and are
transferred to the adhesive bond [8, 16] and the tooth surface, which often leads to cusp damage [17] and microcracks in the enamel and dentine [18], and results in postoperative sensitivity in patients [19]. Polymerization stress
can compromise the marginal integrity of the tooth and restoration, enable bacteria to penetrate the area between the
filling and tooth [20] and finally, cause marginal discoloration, secondary caries, partial tooth damage [21], tooth
pulp inflammation [22].
Loads on the adhesive composite-tooth bond and the tooth depend on cavity shape, size, C-factor, elasticity
module of the tooth and composite, polymerization rate and level of conversion [23, 24]. All of the abovementioned
factors are mutually related and act in a complex way to produce polymerization stresses, Figure 2.

Figure 2. Stresses due to light curing
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Occurrence of stress is mainly influenced by:
cavity configuration and volume
resin material properties
material implanting technique
resin material polymerization.
Modern composites cause shrinkages of 1 to 3% during polymerization, wherein even adhesive systems which
create strong bonds, above 20 MPa, which are higher than shrinkage stresses (13-17) MPa, cannot always bear the
load, and in this case separations and cracks begin to occur [14].
Deforming of cavity walls can partially compensate shrinkage stresses in case of composites in lateral tooth
cavities, although light curing may cause cracks and complete cusp fractures [25-27].
Finite element method (FEM) represents a modern numerical method, which is applied to computer aided design
and calculations of structures and elements and solving of continuum mechanics problems, and in dentistry it is not
uncommon to use it for stress calculations [28-33].
In order to obtain dimensional characteristics of the composite, the method for obtaining mean values of
polymerization shrinkage as a comparative characteristic is shown in this study. This method can, for a set of
various materials, provide a more realistic insight into composite behaviour, thus aiding the dentist in selecting the
adequate composite. In addition, examples of shrinkage stress calculations, obtained by using finite element method,
are shown.

x
x
x
x

4. Materials and method
The method for three-dimensional (3D) optical strain and displacement analysis is based on digital image
correlation (DIC). This technique involves digitalization of a prepared measuring surface of an image of the
specimen before and after the load has been applied, i.e. displacement or strain. All changes of initial points or small
surfaces in the images are compared to the previously recorded ones, using correlation functions, until an accurate
similarity can be achieved. Each pixel in the image has its numerical value and by comparing these images, series of
these values are obtained.

Figure 3. Scheme of the experimental setup. (a) Cameras, (b) Teflon mould, (c) sample, (d) Mylar strip, (e) sample holder, and (f) light-curing
unit [116]

For the purpose of determining the mean values of polymerization shrinkage in this paper, DIC method with an
experimental setup shown in Figure 3 and described in [34] was used in this paper. Materials used for determining
the values of shrinkage include TetricEvoCeram (Ivoclar Vivadent), Filtek Silorane (3M, ESPE) and Filtek Z250
(3M, ESPE).
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5. Results
Strain fields of the representative samples are shown for composites Z250 (4.1), TetricEvoCeram (Figure 4.2)
and Silorane (Figure 4.3), before and after light curing in Teflon moulds. Blue colour in images (Figure 4.A) denotes
strain fields before light curing, wherein the colour spectre in images (Figure 4.B) denote strain field after light
curing.

Figure 4 Strain field for composites in Teflon moulds. Sample: 1 – Z250; 2- Tetric EvoCeram; 3 - Silorane; A. Before light curing; B. After light
curing

All three composites have exhibited non-homogeneous strain field.
Each composite sample in Teflon moulds was tested by using a circular section whose diameter was 1 mm
(Figure 5), which consisted of 30 measuring points per sample. For each point, the coordinates before and after light
curing were measured, along with resulting displacement, and strain was calculated based on it. Experimentally
obtained data are graphically represented for each central section of a representative sample in order to obtain curves
that show strain as a function of circular central section length.

Figure 5 Functional dependence of strain from circular central section length of the defined composite
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6. Discussion
Digital image correlation is a non-contact method which was used in this paper to measure volumetric shrinkage.
It is based on monitoring of the position of surface markers before and after light curing, based on which strain is
determined using a specialised software. The use of digital image correlation during this study involved the use of
two cameras, in order to obtain shrinkage data in three-dimensions.
During the last few decades, several methods for measuring polymerization shrinkage and analysing its effects
were developed. Developing of monomers attracted significant attention from chemists, which were investigating
free polymerization shrinkage that can be measured by using, for example, Archimedes method, mercury
dilatometer or optical monitoring of volumetric changes [35-37]. For direct application in dentistry, scientists were
more interested in investigating polymerization shrinkage in tooth tissue cause by shrinkage stresses [16, 38, 39].
Polymerization shrinkage can be measured using a micro tensile test machine [40, 38], strain gauges [41], digital
image correlation [36], linear variable differential transformers (LVDT), i.e. by applying Watts and Cash method
[42]. Some of these displacements do not completely correspond to clinical situations, since the experimental setup
typically idealises these conditions. Showing of the consequences of polymerization shrinkage is possible to achieve
by using the FEM method, with limitations in calculation accuracy and necessary verification via physical
experiment. In addition, contact methods used until now can cause the occurrence of additional gravitational or
adhesive forces, which could deform the composite material before light curing begins [43, 44-46]. Currently
available literature does not contain many data on three-dimensional, optical, non-contact analysis of composite
strain which occurs due to light curing. Understanding of polymerization shrinkage, local strain and displacement
field in accordance with the structural properties of the composite is of great importance for further application of
existing and improving of new composite materials.
Chuang et al. [47] investigated the 2D influence of cavity size on polymerization shrinkage and cavity wall
displacement, by using digital image correlation method with one camera. Shrinkage magnitude on the restoration
surface depended on cavity geometry, as well as free and bonded tooth surfaces. Initial displacement was measured
after light curing and ranged between 19 I 37 μm, and half an hour after illuminating with the lamp, it increased by
additional 2-5 μm. Obtained results have shown that polymerization and resulting shrinkage do not end after the
light is turned off, which represents the basis for further development of the methodology for 3D shrinkage
measuring once the illuminating stops, also known as the post-polymerization effect.
By comparing the results of strain fields for all three samples, it can be noticed that strain values shown in the
central part of the field (Figure 4) correspond to mean values shown in the diagram given in Figure 5. Weinmann et
al. (3M, ESPE, Seefeld, Germany) have shown that values according to Watts & Cash method for Silorane are
around 1%, and for Filtek Z250 around 1,8 % [48]. Mean strain values obtained in this dissertation for Silorane and
Filtek Z250 correspond to values obtained in research conducted by Weinmann et al., except for composite
TetricEvoCeram, which represents a new generation of composites, and was not tested at that time.
7. Conclusion
Presented in this paper was the testing of dental resin based composite materials, i.e. the analysis of light curing
of these materials due to polymerization by means of LED diode in Teflon moulds. Strain fields and values are
shown in the central part of the measuring area for 3 composites, Z250, TetricEvoCeram and Silorane. All three
composites exhibited a non-homogeneous strain field, wherein highest polymerization shrinkage was present in
Z250, and the lowest in Silorane.
Advantages and disadvantages of composite materials were also shown in this paper. It was observed that the
most common consequences of light curing include shrinkage stress and cracks, which may cause marginal gaps
between fillings and tooth, and failure even in case of stresses significantly lower than the yield strength of the
material.
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